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CHAPTER I

THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The child uiU3t be taught to read in order that he

may live intelligently and with pleasure in our complex

civilization, and in order that he may learn whatever the

school tries to teuch through the medium of reuding. He

needs to use reading as a means of extending his experien-

ces, of following his interests, of keeping abreast of the

times, of .getting information on hi3 questions, and of

obtaining fun and recreation. He must read in order to

come to grips with much of the social studies, science,

arithmetic, health and other subjects which the school

attempts to teach.

During the past decade or more, the rending achieve-

ment of most intermediate grade pupils feafl been so unsatis-

factory that innumerable elementary and secondary schools

have established so-called reading clinics for the purpose

of providing instruction which could and should have been

carried on successfully within the regular program in

2
r ling.

1. Paul McKee, The Teaching of ueuding
in the Elementary Jc ool , i . vli.

2. Ibid, p. 349
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Sinoe reading ability is apparently the number one

skill required for success in school work, and since

great numbers of ohildren are below their achievement

level in this area, it is time for educators to give

careful consideration to the hidden factors in our

failure to teach normal children to read.

Many of our present-day authorities, on the teaching

of reading, are aware of this weakness in our educational

system and are advocating closer cooperation between the

primary school, internediate grades and secondary school*

Important reading skills need to be developed over

a period of years. Intermediate grade teachers should

realize their responsibility for continuing the reading

program in a definite way. Junior-high school teachers

should understand the need for vocabulary development in

the various subject areas, and should instill a realization

of this need in the minds of the students.

Educational leaders in Florida are aware of this

need for continued instruction in the reading field.

•a

The new State Department Certification Bulletin' includes

in its requirements for certification of English teachers

a course in methods of teaching reading. This should

prove to be a step forward in the right direction.

3. Certification Bulletin A, June 1949. p. 30.
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In addition to the above requirement for English

teachers, all teachers must he certified to teach on

the grade level for which they are employed. This will

necessitate some second ury-truined teachers, who are now

filling elementary-school positions, talcing college

courses to prepare themselves for the teaching of read-

ing and other related subjects on an elementary level.

Many normal children have been seriously handicapped

by reading disabilities which could have been overcome

in a short time, if the teachers had known what to do.

The purpose of this study is to point to some of

the underlying causes of reading problems and to suggest

a program of improvement which the writer feels can be

accomplished easily when all teachers, of all grades,

become conscious of their responsibility in this develop-

mental program which begins in first grade and continues

through high school.





CHAPTER II

UNDERLYING CAUSES

Expecting all pupils vithin e r 1« to do the sums

type of work, while usin,^ the) same text book, is one of

the underlying causes of pupil failure.

Boy3 and cirls in seventh e
T.rade ola ses, whose

ding abilities r,.nr;e from third to sixth grade level,

cannot be expected to accomplish as much as students who

are avvsrage and superior in reading skIIIs.

The fact that a child is sitting in a room
labeled ^rade two, grade four, or grade six
is no indication that he needs reading material
of the level commonly assigned to that particu-
lar Krade.l

Grouping for reading instruction in the intermediate

and junior-high school trades is possiDle. According to

Durrell,

up should be in charge of a pupil who
ordinarily is a member of the group . . .

..erne teachers prefer to have superior pupils
teach the slower groups. If carefully directed
in group instruction, the superior pupil ob-
tains desirable per.xn 1 development. He grows
in sympathy. Is tdsrs) i , understanding of others*
difficulties, or 1 expression, patience, and
additional mastery of material.

This growth in social habits will offset loss
of time otherwise devoted to independent
learning. 2

i. .Id D. Durrell, Improvement of basic
>eudln- abilities . pp. 42-43

2. Ibid , p. 70
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Lack of ability to attack new words independently,

and ignorance of phonics, are two prime factors in

reading disabilities. The child who is unable to pro-

nounce words which are within his range of knowledge

is handicapped in his reading progress and his compre-

hension of new subject matter.

A child's language development is next to his
character development, the most important part
of his school experience. Language is thinking,
and most of our thinking is done in language. . .

Of what use is it for a child to be able to
read words if he cannot think the thoughts he
reads? Of what use is it for him to spell words
if he has no thoughts to express in writing?
Of what use is correctness in language if there
are no thoughts to express correctly? . . .

The reader in the hands of all is really a
thinking book rather than a reading book. . .

In junior high school especially it is
important to consider content subjects as
opportunities for teaching thinking.

In his discussion of the teaching of reading by sight

method or sound, Dr. Dolch gives some sound advice:

The upshot of the facts presented is that
if we want independent word recognition, the
only way we can get it is to teach the sounds
of the letters, with their common variations,
about fifty in all. . .

Let the children learn words by the sight
method and keep on learning words by sight
just as long as they can . . • In fact, a

3. Edward W. Dolch, Problems in Reading , pp. 23-29
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practical rule may be to teach all mono-
syllables as sight words. . .

Every year and in every subject there will
be new words which are polysyllables.
Throughout life there will be more and more
polysyllables. The children must learn how
to attack these words if they are ever to be
successful independent readers. . .

Word attack is a skill, not a mere branch
of knowledge, and learning any skill is a
matter of taking time. One learns a little,
and then a little more, and keeps on improv-
ing. . .

So word attack is taught and retaught, and
what counts is not how often we teach it but
how the child learns to use it. . .

t the schools definitely need is a teach-
ing of the phonics of polysyllables. The
work can be begun as soon as the children
are mature enou.^h to concentrate on division
of words into parts. It needs to be con-
tinued year after year until there is real
facility in this attack on long words.
Rules may be taught but much practice is
necessary to develop skill. Facility in
attacking polysyllables will go fur in
eliminating much of the remedial work in
reading in the upper grades and in high
schools. Eere is a neglected field of
instruction. We have neglected it because
we have assumed that the job had been done
in the primary grades. }i::perience shows
that the job has not been done. • •

Children need to sound out polysyllables
during all their years of reading,
must definitely plan to train them to do
so,^

4. ibid, pp. 52-82
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During the 1948 school term of the Strawberry

Schools of lolk County,* a group of seventh grade

teachers decided to analyse the results of the

achievement tests which were given in December, 1947

»

at the close of the previous school year.

Until this time , the average score of all the

subjects tested had been the only one noted by the

teachers, and then no definite program of improve-

ment had been planned. The only comment was, "Oh, I*m

going to get the slow group. Well, they can't expect

me to do much with them. No one has!"

The report, as shown in Table I, on Page 8, shows

the careful analysis which was made of each subject

area. While a few students rated as high as eleventh

grade (11.0) in paragraph meaning, others fell as low

as fourth grade second month (4.2). The median for the

class of one hundred thirty-two pupils was sixth grade

first month (6.1) or one year eight months below the

national norm (7*9).

5. Schools which are in session from March 15th
to December 20th.

6. Stanford Achievement Test Form D, procured from
the V/orld Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson,
New York.
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After arranging the scores in paragraph meaning,

in descending order, it was found that fifty-eight per

cent of the class rated more than two years below grade

level in this respect of reading. In like manner, the

scores of word meaning, language usage, arithmetic

reasoning, arithmetic computation, and spelling were

analyzed.

After making a careful study of the results of the

achievement tests and discussing the apparent weaknesses,

it seemed that improvement should be made in every

direction.

However, it was agreed finally that a reading program

should be initiated in which every pupil should be given

one hour per day to work in his grade level of reading

ability.

Fortunately, the seventh grade schedule was set up

on a long time-block or double period , and the distribu-

tion of pupils into grade-level groups was such that the

teachers could take care of the groups with the help of

the librarian at the Kathleen school, and pupil assistants

at the Polk City and Carver schools.

During this period, devoted to reading improvement,

pupils and teachers worked with untiring enthusiasm.





CHAPTER III

METHODS MD MA7I-RIALS

The selection of suitable materiel for a junior-

high school reading improvement program la a difficult

task.

The teen-age pupil, who is not reading on his grade

level, has developed an inferiority complex as far as

reading is conoerned. When material easy enough for

him to read is placed before him, he scoffs at it and

says, "You think I am dumb, too, or you would not give

me this Alice and Jerry stuff!"

Materials must be selected which hold interest for

these pupils and yet are not too difficult. Little

material is available which has the interest appeal, and

yet remains on a second , third , or fourth grade reading

level.

The significance of interest is prominent in 1 irk's

reading improvement program.

Experiments with children have shown that learn-
ing takes piece more rapidly end efficiently if
the materials to be learned are meaningful and
interesting to the child . . .

It ha.< been stated before that if the child has
attended school for several ye rs end ha3 been
confronted with primers and first readers end
has failed to learn, he sometimes resents having
these books again. His classmates have gone on
beyond primer reading while he has not yet even
mastered the primer.
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Because of his feeling of inferiority in
this respect he attempts to justify his
disinterest by calling such books "baby
books". 1

Yet, a child who has not mastered the elementary

mechanics of reading must begin at the beginning whether

he is six or sixteen.

Many children are handicapped in their progress

beetms e our educational program has neglected the phonetic

approach to independent word attack.

They reach the seventh grade and are unaware of the

importance of vowel and consonant sounds. They know but

very little of prefixes and suffixes, syllabication and

similar aids to independence in reading.

The successful leader in a program of remedial read-

ing must be a teacher who knows how to teach reading and

one who understands boys and girls. Luella Cole states:

3he should sincerely want to help children who
cannot read; that is, she should have a dash
of the real missionary spirit. Teachers who
are interested primarily in superior work,
those to whom teaching is merely a business,
or those who are impatient with errors, have
no place in work of this type.

She should possess a hirh degree of ingenuity.
This requirement is necessary because she will
have to invent many of her own materials as
she goes along. . .

2

1. Samuel A. Kirk, Teaching Reading to Slow-Learning,
Children, p. 128

2. Luella Cole, The Improvement of Reading , p. 315
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In connection with the materials and procedures in

the remedial reading class,

A teacher needs special exercises - and plenty
of them. The least useful materials for her
purposes are basic readers or current textbooks.
In the first place, the pupils have already been
exposed to these books without much success.
In the second place, such books are quite definite-
ly labeled as being appropriate for pupils in a
certain grade. A seventh-grade child may read
with fourth-grade ability, but he resents being
given a fourth-grade reader. In fact, the fourth
grade reader is totally inappropriate because
its content is far too childish for the seventh-
grade pupil* s Interests.

The teacher needs various series of exercises
and other types of reading matter. Whatever
special materials she us 63 she will probably
have to make for herself; only a small number
of appropriate ones can be purchased. Remedial
exercises are not labeled as to the level of
reading they represent, although they are
usually numb red so that the teacher can recognize
their nature, &he merely tells the pupils that
they are to take the exercises in a particular
order; at no time does she tell them which
selections were taken from which grade.

'

The following types of materials have been used by the

writer in groups and with individual cases. They are in-

cluded in this paper because they proved interesting and

stimulating to children with reading disabilities.

TESTS .

1. Otis Self-Administering test of mental ability.
Intermediate grades 4-9
Forms A-B-C-D for alternate years
Price per package of 25, net $1.10
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York

3. Ibid , pp. 320-321
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2. The Henmon-Nelson Tests of Mental Ability
High School Exa Ion. Grades 7-12
Price per package of 25, net 51.20
Houghton Mifflin C ay, Atlanta

3. Revised Beta (Performance)
Price per package of 25, net 4-1.25
Psychological Corporation
522 Fifth Avenue, New York, 18, New York

4. Standard Achievement Test
Intermediate - Forms D-E-F-G-H, Grades 4-6
Advanced - Forms i>-£-F-G-H, Grades 7-9
Price per package of 25, net £2.40
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Kudson, New York

5. Iowa Silent Reading Tents
Elementary Test - Forms AM (Revised)
BM (revised) CM-DM, Grades 4-8
Price per package of 25, 1.70

The Otis and Henmon-Nelson Te3ts of Intelligence are

both keyed to reading ability. If a child cannot read, it

is possible for him to make such a low Intelligence

.uotient score that he might be classified as a dull-normal

child or even a moron.

After one of the above te:ts is ^iven, it is sug-

gested that those who score 85 or below be piven a Revised

Beta test, which is a performance test and not keyed in

any way to readinr ability.

If the Beta performance Intelligbnce Quotient is much

higher than the Otis or Henmon-Nelson, it is indicative of

a reading disability.

If both are between 70 and 85, then the rate of

progress will probably be slower, but with interesting

materials and much encouragement pupils will achieve a

measure of success.
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This use of Intelligence ter.ts should be in conjunc-

tion with achievement tests or standardized test! for

determining reading ability.

By using both types of tents a clearer picture of

the pupils' Innate capacity for learning is shown.

When reading ability is measured alone, no indication

is given as to whether the child 1 s score is his level of

learning or whether he is mentally capable of doing much

better work but is handicapped by reading disabilities.

This matter of establishing a tentative Intelligence

Quotient is of significant importance, as real harm may

come to a child who is tented only by Otis or Henmon-

Nelson standards since they are keyed to reading ability.

The writer has worked with students who scored as

low as 65 to 75 on these tests and achieved scores of 112

to 122 on the Revised Beta performance test. When remedial

reading was given these students, exceptional progress was

made. Somewhere along the line they failed to understand

the principles of reading and had become personality

problems and misfits.

After a series of tents hav> been given and analyzed,

the reraedinl work may commence.

It is suggested that, where possible, the children

be grouped in various rooms for one hour per day accord-

ing, to grade levels of achievement.
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In the experimental program in Kathleen school,

there were four groups. The students who were averse

or above worked with the librarian in the library.

These were particularly interested in vocabulary develop-

ment, use of reference material, wide reading, and other

phases of reading which the above-average students

planned for themselves.

Two additional groups were in separate rooms working

on material of their grade levels and studying phonics.

The teacher of the lowest group had the most diffi-

cult time trying to secure suitable materials. These

pupils were fourteen to sixteen years of age and were

reading on third and low-fourth grade levels. Even

though this group did not show the enthusiasm and interest

that the other three groups did, the majority of them

made creditable improvement.

science material was used by the teacher to intro-

duce the elements of word analysis and phonics in an

incidental way. This was necessary because these over-

age boys and girls did not realize their need for skill

in independent word analysis.

They were the victims of an elementary-school reading

program which had given them no keys to independent word

attack. Only three of the fourteen in the group knew the

alphabet at the beginning of the reading experiment and

none of them knew the vowels and consonant sounds.
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The following plan was used to provide a quantity

of material in an inexpensive way:

Three copies each of reading work-books on certain

grade levels were purchased. Two copies were torn apart

and mounted on tag board and the lessons numbered. The

third copy was kept intact and the answers written in,

thus making accessible an answer book so that pupils could

score their own papers.

Each pupil kept an individual progress chart and

recorded his daily scores. From the beginning it was

stressed that this had nothing to do with tests or report

card grades; that it was a resting improvement program

for each individual, and that the only check was noting

the improvement week by week.

It took considerable time to get the materials r^ady

for use, but during the experiment, boxes of materials

became available on grade levels from three through nine.

The following materials are not too expensive and

lend themselves to the on-your-own-grade level reading

programs

:

WORKBOOKS

1. Heading Skilltexts
(Graded 1-12) 210 - 52* depending on grade
level and quantity.
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Grade I - Bibs
Grade II - Nicky
Grade III - Uncle Funny Bunny
Grade IV - Uncle Ben
Grade V - m Trott
Grade VI - Pat, the Pilot
Grades 7-9 - Modern Rat ding Book I
Grades 8-10 - Modern ng Book II
Grades 9-12 - Modern Beading Book III

C. E. Merrill Co., Inc. Columbus (15) Ohio

This is excellent material and the 1st t level is

high. It stresses the following typos of reading: under-

standing ana interpreting; ideas, outlining, vocabulary

development , and phonies.

2. Reading Improvement series

Head awhile - Grade 6 - k&<? list price
Read Awhile, Book I - Grade 7 - 5b$ list ; rice
Read .while, Book II - Grade 8 - $6<* list price

The Economy Company, 290 Spring St. tt.W. Atlanta

This material is developed around an interesting story

and stresses comprehension, words to know, and ual&g words.

This is good material for vocabulary development.

3. Basic Reading Skills for High School Use
List Price - 560
Scott, Foresman k Co., Atlanta

A program of phonics is devei in this book which

could be used in grades 5-12 where children had never been

taught the sounds of the letters. Root words, prefixes,

suffixes, tad use o index are also given emphasis.

This workbook is based on the new reading program of
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Dr. William 3. Gray as set forth in hi3 latest book.

4. Several workbooks on phonics for individual use

vrith the most retarded pupils are:

(a) Pupil \.ork Pads

IA - IB - IIA - IIB

Eamiltc ,.i3hinr Company
Flatteville, Wisconsin, 1946

(b) Phonics 21 ^se

Books A-3-C-D- 1946

Lyons and Carnahan, Atlanta

(c) Phonics SKilltexts
Grades 1-4

Book A - Grades I or II
Book B - Grades II or III
Book C - Grades III or IV

List price - 361J each postpaid
2?0 per copy in sets of 10 plus postage

Charles £. Merrill Co., Ino.
400 3. Front St., Columbus (15) Ohio

SUPPLEMENTARY MA: J Li;

1. This y.
! ay to Better lipeech
Louise >.bney - botothy i'iniacs
>-urld Book Co., Yonkers-on-Hudson, K.Y.
Price - &1.16 single copy.

2. Better Speech and B tter Reading
A iractice Book - 1937

Lucile Scholfield
. ression Co., Boston, Mass.

Li ce - $3.00

4. Dr. iiliam B. ray, On Thoir Own in Reading. . 1948
cutt, Foresman and Company, :.tl oita
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These two books are especially good for teaching

sounds, choral readings, and a diagnostic approach to

speech difficulties.

3. Thorndike's Begin, inp; Dictionary.
Scott, Foresman & Co.,

The seventy lessons on alphabetizing, vocabulary

development, and use of the dictionary are excellent.

Not only remedial pupils but the majority of junior-

high sohool students would profit by these lessons,

probably given on a contract plan so that advanced

pupils could go as rapidly as they wished.

4> My_ Weekly Reader

No. 1 - 1st grade
No. 2 - 2nd grade
No. 3 - 3-4 grade
No. 4 - 4-5 grade
No. 5 - 5-6-7 grade

45# per year in clubs of 5 or more.
American Education Press, Inc.
Columbus, Ohio

Pupils who are slow-readers and find the textbook

subject matter uninteresting, are, almost without, exception,

interested in reading the news of the d: y. There is some-

thing about reading a newspaper - - however simply it may

be written - - that is stimuli Ung to girls and boys.

This material coming as it does once each week is always

up-to-date.
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5. Basic Sight Vocabulary
of 220 words as developed
by Edward W. Dolch.*

LIBRARY BOOKS:

The following library books have a hifjh interest

level but easy vocabulary:

CADMUS BOOKS - 15 West 48th Street, New York, New York

Walt Disney Story Books -

Donald Duck and His Nephews
Bongo
Dumbo of the Circus

It Disney's 1 innochio
Donald Duck and Ills Friends
Mickey Never Fails
Johool Days in Disneyville

I t Disney's Bambi
iokey Sees the U. S. A.

Donul Duck Seo3 South America

Sanford Tousey -

Cowboy Tommy
Cowboy Tommy ' s Roundup
Steamboat Billy

Claire H. Bishop and Kurt Wiese -

The Five Chinese Brothers

Edith M. I atch -

Kexapod Stories

Armstrong Sperry -

Little Eagle

Edward Ardizzone -

Little Tim ;;nd the Brave Sea Captain

*, .dward W. Dolch, Irobiems in Reading , 1948, pp.105-106
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I .'HEELER PUBLISHING COMPANY:
2831-33-35 South Parkway, Chicaro, 16, Illinois

American Adventure Series - Emmett A. BettB, Editor

Kit Carson
Davy Crockett
Buffalo Bill
Chief Black Hawk
Fur Trappers or the Did > est
Daniel Boone
The Rush for Gold
, ild flillTJlckok

THE MAC MILLAN COMPANY - 60 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York

Stewart Edward White -

The Magic Forest

Alison Stilwell -

Chin Ling, the Chinese Cricket

Berta and Elmer Hader -

Big City
Spunky
The Little Stone House
Tcnmy Thatoher Goes to Sea
Skyrocket

WILLIAM R. SCOTT, INC. - New York

Schneider, Herman and Nina -

Now Try This
Let's Find out
How Big is Big?

..ebber, Irma

Up Above and Down Below
Travellers .All
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HARCOURT, BRACE AND C (AHANY -

383 Madison Avenue, New York, New York

Bronson, Wilfred -

Wonder ft orld of Ants
The Grasshopper Book
Turtles

These are only a few of the more recent titles

which may be used for retarded readers. For a more

complete list, consult Bulletin 22-A, Library Book

List , State Department of Lducution, Tallahassee,

Florida.





CHAPTER IV

RESULTS OF YE^'S PROGRAM

In December, 1948, Form F, advanced aerieB, of the

Stanford Achievement Test was given by the writer to the

seventh grades of the three schools participating in

the reading improvement program.

Much interest was shown by teachers and pupils in

the results of the tests and comparative improvement

made within the year.

The scores from Form F were compared with the scores

from Form D given in December, 1947, and the improvement

in each area of the test was noted.

Scores in each school were nearly the same as to the

ranf.e of improvement. This seems to point to the faot

that a program of this kind nirht be oarried on within

one room using the superior students for pupil-assistants,

since this was done in two of the three participating

schools. The third school used teachers and the libra-

rian as heads of groups.

1. Kathleen, Polk City, and Carver Schools
in Polk County.
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Improvement in paragraph meaning of one to four

years was made by forty-eight of the one hundred eighteen

pupils, or forty per cent of the students who had test

records for 1947 and 1948.

Fifty-one pupils, or forty-three per cent, made an

average improvement of nine months. Nineteen pupils,

or sixteen per cent, made less than the average improve-

ment for the year.

It is believed that a number of over-age students

who were not challenged sufficiently by the reading

program, to exert special effort, were responsible for

the scores which fell below average.

One to four years' improvement was made by seventy-

one per cent of the pupils in word meaning; fifty-four

per cent in language usage; sixty-nine per cent in arithme-

tic reasoning; sixty-three per cent in arithmetic computa-

tion, and thirty-six per cent in spelling.

By studying Table II, even the casual observer

should realize how great the improvement was which took

place in one year's time by grouping pupils for one hour

per day on grade levels for independent reading.
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Table II, when studied carefully, should prove a

challenge to intermediate-grade and junior-high school

teachers.

On the one hand, the intermediate grade teachers

should realise that something more in the way of reading

preparation should be given in grades four, five and six.

The fundamental skills in reading cannot be taught

incidentally in the intermediate grades. They are too

many, too far-reaohing , and more important, too difficult

for primary children to master. Reading instruction must

continue through Grades 4-5-6.

Junior-high school teachers must become aware of the

fact that much can be done in these advanced grades to

help boys and girls who have reading disabilities but

whose mental abilities are, many times, above average.

When subject area teachers realize the difficulties

encountered in technical vocabulary and make definite

plans for vocabulary study, then students will be able to

do textbook studying and not have to be spoon-fed by the

teacher reading the lesson aloud for them, or lecturing

the entire period. Too many teachers are doing all the

work in class!

Give boys and girls a chance to ask questions, look

up answers in textbooks, discuss problems, work in
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committees to find solutions to questions asked in class,

and use the library for additional information. In other

words, oarry on a continued developmental reading program

in which students are beginning to read critically and to

judge for themselves what they *ish to get from all of the

reading materials available

.

This type of reading instruction must be cultivated

in our junior and senior high schools if wo are to graduate

young people who can think and reason out the problems of

our times.

Spoon-fed young people who, parrot-like, give back

to the teachers what they and the textbooks say will never

be able to assume places of leadership in our democracy.

Times like these demand students who can READ AND THINK.





CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Authorities in reading 3eem to be in general agree-

ment today that our methods of teaching reading must be

evaluated and reorganized or supplemented by certain

skills which in recent years have been neglected.

When teachers realize the importance of phonetic

training from grades one through six, and set aside a

certain period of the school day to devote to this

important phase of reading ability, then and only then,

shall we have strong independent readers.

Phonetic analysis is a tool to be used in recogniz-

ing strange words. Poor readers who have reached the

middle grades will, in a few months, be able to use

ordinary textbooks and simple library books by the in-

telligent use of sounding clues.

Dolch summarizes the importance of a remedial read-

ing program as follows: "Ml subjects benefit treraendously

from improved reading."1 Arithmetic problems will become

easier, study in geography and history will become more

intelligent , and resentment against lessons that cannot

be read will diminish and disappear.

1. Edward William Dolch, Problems in Reading , p. 179
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Phonetic analysis is only one part of the develop-

mental reading program which should be carried on in the

intermediate grades.

Dr. William S. Gray presents the need for independent

word attack and the use of the dictionary:

As has been pointed out, practically all word-
perception skills are fused in the use of the
dictionary. At middle-grade levels the dic-
tionary becomes an indispensable tool not only
as an aid to reading but in other types of
activities. Throughout the upper-grade and
high-school levels we must continue to help
pupils maintain the attitude that the dictionary
is essentially a helpful source of information
about the printed forms, sounds and meanings
of words. . •

As with all other major methods of word attack,
real mastery of skills comes only with an
abundance of application in genuine reading
situations.

What is begun in the primary grades must be expanded

in the intermediate grades, continued in junior and senior

high school and used in college.

Primary teachers can only lay the foundation for a

worthwhile reading program. Step by step it grows!

Two primary essentials in a reading improvement

program are the realization of a need and a willingness

to do.

Having these present in a faculty, the following

2. William S. Gray, On Their Own in Heading, p. 256-257
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program would not be too difficult to put into practice:

II. PLAN WITH FACULTY

1. Discuss the need for a reading program.

2. Elect a chairman for the following groups:

primary, intermediate, junior high and

high school.

3. Each group should study together at least two

of the latest books on reading improvement.

Share experiences 'with the entire group.

4* Think - eat - sleep - reading improvement.

Have each faculty member surest, in writing,

some ways in which he could contribute to

the program.

5. Have demonstrations (using faculty members

as a class) on the phonics of monosyllables

and polysyllables; prefixes, suffixes and root

words; dividing words into syllables; use of

dictionary and vocabulary development of sub-

ject areas.

6. Members of each of the four grade level groups

should decide what they feel they can be

responsible for in the year's urogram.

7. Have mimeographed copies made so each group

may know what is expected above and below

his grade level.
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II. INITIATE A TE3TI: I AM

1. Intelligence feat

(a) Otis or Henmon-Nelson

(b) Hevised Beta (performance) for those
scoring 85 or below on abov t- at.

2. AcMevejment Test

(a) Stanford or any other recognized te3t
of a similar nature.

3. Analyze each part of tent for grade levels,

general weakness, individual needs.

III. KEEP ACCUrtA JS

1. Have the group chairmen arnica plans for keeping

record of tests, personal characteristics of

pupils, etc. i ossibly a comprehensive form

might be drawn up and mimeographed so that

each teacher may keep a record for eaoh pupil

in a readily accessible folder.

IV. ENLIST PUPIL COol KR/TION

1. Discuss the reading program with the pupils.

List their enthusiasm and cooperation.

Stress individual improvement as based on

pupil *c achievement score. (Do not discuss the

results of Intelligence Te;sts).

2. Permit the pupils to keep personal progress

charts, an; discuss their improvement, strong

points, and weak points.
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3» Enlist the services, as leaders, of the above-

average students. Give them responsibility and

expect them to fulfill that duty for the class.

V. ASSEMBLE MATERIALS ON GRADE LEVELS.

1. Use Dolch's Basic Sight Word List (220 words)

2. Prepare boxes of materials (as suggested in

Chapter III) on grade levels.

3. Teachers and pupil leaders become familiar with

all types of library books for wide reading.

4. Use suggestions for word analysis study as

suggested by reading authorities.

5. Teachers and pupils become dictionary conscious.

6. Upper grade pupils and teachers become reference

book conscious.

VI. ORGANIZATION FOR WORK.

1. Groups within a room work with student lenders.

2. Group according to grade levels, permitting one

teacher to be responsible for one grade level

for th« reading improvement period (probably

one hour per day)

.

VII. USE VISUAL AIDS.

1. Use bulletin boards in rooms, hallways, and in

th< library. Show reading charts, science

articles, newspaper clippings, stories written

by pupils, and anything else which would stimu-

late the desire to read.
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VIII. DEVELOP EXTENSIVE VOCABULARY-

1. Develop vocabulary lists for subject areas.

Let pupils have a pert in selection of words.

Use these words daily in oral and written work.

2. Encourage pupils to use their new vocabulary on

playgrounds, at home, and in their written work.

In other words, become vocabulary conscious!

3. Upper grades moke a study of root words, pre-

fixes and suffixes. Latin students can provide

lists of root words and several English words

based on these root words.

IX. MAKE PROGRAM A HAPPY EXPERIENCE.

1. Make of the reading improvement program a

well-planned, well-organized and happy experience,

and not only reading ability will improve but

every phase of the school's program.

2* Pupils and teachers will profit by this co-

operation in reading, working, and thinking

together.
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